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IHTRODUCTXOH
this study waa undertaken to examine the responses of
©ood premorbid (0PM) ^schizophrenic subjaots to pictures
depicting nurturaat and rejecting parental and peer group
relationship©
Many recent fin-lings nave indicated that th^re are dif-
ference© between subgroups of schisophrenics variously referred
to aa process vs. reactive, chronic vs. episodic, evolutionary
vs. reactive, or poor premorbid vs. good premorbid , The general
findings ares (1) Poor premorbid (**») schisophrenics are
leso responsive to treatment than #PMs (Phillips, 1953)? (2)
HKa are more regressive and immature in their thinking than
1 tin (tfocker, 1956)} (3) PPIfia are inclined to develop simple
or hebephrenic schizophrenia, whereas (JFJIs tend to become
paranoid achisophrsnice (Rodnick and Sarmasy, 1957) | (4) (JPMs,
unlike PPMs, are inclined to avoid conflietual, frustrating,
or anxioty arouaing material (Reinnaa, 1958 )j and (5) FBfa
are less able to attain concepts involving interpersonal re-
lationships than are 1 Is ( oriarty, 1):*1). The schisophrenic
subjects tooted in the present study were restricted to 3BHs,
since one purpose of this study was to rsplioate and
Epstein's (1963) findings.
The importance of the family in the etiology of schizo-
phrenia is indicated by the results of several research in-
vesications and experimental studies. Arlati (19*59), in
reviewing studies oa the familial experiences of achisoahr*nios,
concludes that the family life of schisophrenics is typically
laden with unhappinaos and teasion. One frequent coaatella-
tion is, "a domineering, nagging, and hostile mother, who gives
the child no chance to assert himself, married to a dependent,
weak ma, too weak to help the child." Farina (1958) had the
parents of 0 M, PPM, and normal individuals respond to twelve
hypothetical child rearing situations. She recorded the amount
of dominance (speaking time) and conflict (number of interru-s-
tions) while they were responding. Her findings gtpgtj (1) ia
the OPM families, the father was dominant and the mother sub-
minaivo, with no overt discord | (2) in the PFM families, the
mother was dominant and the father submissive f with sarked
conflict, and (3) in the normal families there was a tendency
for maternal dominance, with little evidence of conflict
.
Again, it can be seen that there are differences between (IPM
and PPM schisophrenics.
the influence of censure on the performance of schizophrenics
has been examined by Rodnick and (iarraeasy (1957) . In general,
schizophrenics were found to yield flattened response gradients
to both punishment and rewari coalitions la an avoidance typo
task, '-'hen the schisophrenics were suMlviied into Ml and
vm 9 the latter were found to show a greater decrement in prefer-
ence for previously neutral stimuli that had been punished
3than for the neutral stJagU that had been rewarded. This
wae Interpreted m indicating a sensitivity an* avoidance
of punishing material on the part of the PPMa.
Lebow and Spatein (1963) compared the responses of ®m
schizophrenics and controls on a specially cons trueted thematic
apperception tent. The test contained nine pictures represent-
ing three kinds of relationships—^mother (£}, father (?), and
peer (P)«—at three levels of nurturances nurturant, ambiva-
lent, and rejecting. Three orders of presentation were used?
SttT, PBS„ and JW* vithin each order, the nurturant relation-
ship was -awaya presented first, and the rejecting relation-
ship last* The findings of most interest werej (1) the GPH
group produced a significantly (.01 level) greater reaction
time to the peer relationship then did the controls, but only
in the MFP order of presentation! (?) the SPMa obtained signi-
ficantly (.05 level; lov?er p flurturance scores than the con-
trols; (3) the produced a p Ifurturant gradient signifi-
cantly (#05 level) flatter than the controls for the three
levels of nurturaneej and (4) the (*PMs described the mother
as the most rejecting figure, while controls describe the
peer figure as most rejecting* Both groups described the
father as t&e morst nurturant figure.
4statement y.-- rob:':. -
Shis study was primarily undertaken to examine the reli-
ability of the Lebow and Epstein (ISO* findings. One of
their mora important disclosures stemmed from their analysis
of tae reaction time MMm* They found the figure x sequence
x diagnostic group interaction to be significant at the .01
level. .Tince it was apparent that this ma due to the prolonged
reaction time of the schizophrenic subjects to the peer fi^re
in the WPP sequence, they fait that it slight reflect disturb-
ances arouned by the mother figure that interfered with the
schisophrenics ability to deal with peer figures. The pre-
••nt atuly replicates feat sequence, and, in addition, presents
all six possible sequences of the figures, thereby permitting
examination of the effects of the mother figure in three (?MP,
SOT, and KPF) rather than in only the one sequence of M?P.
A measure of ^3 was included in the present stuSy, both
as a measure in its own right and to determine whether &ebo^
and Epstein's (1963) findings and reaction time could be veri-
fied vfith a more direct measure of activation. "i?rom previous
work done by the experimenter, it was expected that for the
schisophrenics the largest would occur to the nurturant
pictures, while for the controls the largest responses would
occur to the ambiguous groups* la essence, $,>H reactivity
should indicate areas that produce conflict or that are con-
ceptually difficult to handle.
3iuMecte t
two groups of male nubjecte were Ml in this study.
On© group was composed of thirty schizophrenic patients from
the Veterans Administration Hospital at T,eeds, Massachusetts,
All of these subjects were able to comply with the instruc-
tions given thorn. Thirteen of the caeee had been diagnosed
as catatonic, eleven as paranoid, end the remaining ae un-
differentiated schisophrenic
. -atiente whose •**« data indi-
cated a history of brain damage, cerebral surgery, or a vascu-
lar disorder wore excluded from the study, but patients who
were reoolving -drug therapy were used, ffta patiente used
were selected on the basis of their premorbidity ratings on
the criteria net forth by Phillips (1953), i.e., each had a
score of fifteen or below on Phillips re- ;orbid History scale
(see appendix A).
The second groupv designated the control group, was com-
posed of male nurses and attendants at the same hospital who
were paid five dollars to participate in the experiment.
An attempt was made to match the t*o fcroups on age, educa-
tion, and vocabulary (f?ac fable 1). The records of over three-
hundred patients were examined in order to obtain the thirty
patients actually used. The chief restrictions were age and
prsmorbiiity score, as the vast majority of patients in the
Veterans Administration Hospital where the testing was done
6gable 1
Comparison of
QhtMQ p'artale ^ai Control Jrouos
iHtt
Standard
deviation
turn nt. G>nt. vis. Coat.
7.41Age £6-48 37.7 34.9
education 11.0 11.8 3.14 2.32
11-33 8-37 ?4.1 e$*9 8.10 6.90
7were FPUs. The control group was limited to individuals at
the Hospital because of their availability and because of
the difficult&r in moving the polygra-.h equipment.
The vocabulary score was obtained on the Shipley-Hartford
Retreat BmU (Shipley, 1940) with a five minute tinje limit.
Occupational backgrounds vara categorized according to the
United States Bureau of the Census (1950).
Five experimental and five control subjects ware lltftglMrf
to each of the following six aequences, which represent all
possible combinations of the father (?) , mother W and pner
(?) figures; PK? f IK, BVfi KPJ, and >W. The three
pictures representing each of the figures were always presented
in the order of the nurturant scene first, ambivalent ncene
socond 9 and rejecting scene last. Assignment of subjects
to sequences was random except that at least one ->aranoid and
one catatonic schizophrenic were placed in each sequence group.
Test K^^erials a
A nultipla~choica form of the Shipley-Hartford Retreat
acale was used to obtain the vocabulary scores.
Four practice and nine experimental pictures, 8" x 10"
in eise, were used in this study. The four prrctice pictures,
in order of presentation, rceret
(a) Two men, one in the foreground and one in the back-
ground , with their bac^s toward the viewer. The arm of the
aman in the forogrouad is raised, Mi if to signal the nan ahead.
The lifting makes it seem as if it la &%rk wis* * bright light
shining on the two men.
(b) A man walking throu^n a plain doorway from what seams
to bo a dark room into one that appears to be brightly illumi-
netod •
(o) A country landscape with a path or roadway win!ins
into a gateway in the foreground. An indistinct human figure
is walking on the path toward® the gate in the foreground,
(d) A solitary boy sitting on a wharf with hie back to
the viewer.
The nine experimental pictures consisted of thrc?e pictures
representing each interpersonal relationship f one depicting
a nurturaat (), one an ambiguous (o), end one a reflecting
(-) scene (see appendix 1 for reproductions of these pictures).
The (KJH was recorded on a (fcroee Ko&el 5 ~-olygraph using
a model 5?1 Preamplifier With Grass adel s~l Bumble Diee
Electrodes. Bentonite pact*, made HMKHrdlng to the formula
given ay -oodworth and r.chlooberg (1954) wao used to reduce
polarisation and to facilitate electrical contact. To guarantee
a sufficiently low resistance level, four electrodes were used,
with eaoa not of two shorted together. All four electrodes
were placed on the fingers of the subject 1 a non-dominant
hand 1
rooedure :
All the subject3 la the study were tested individually
in the Psychology Hesearca laboratory of the hospital* ,-hen
Ifea subject arrived at the laboratory, Hi examiner introduced
himself as a researcher from the lUverrdtor of Massachusetts
and asked the subject to be seated* Nam, age, education,
and occupation were then obtained, and the subject was told
that the experiment was concerned with creative imagination,
the {subject's attention ma lirectei to tie microphone on the
table at which he eat and tae tape recorder to which it ma
attached* :!e was told taat the tape recorder was not present-
ly turned on, but that it would ha u^sd to facilitate the re-
cording of the material that he was going to give the researcher.
It was further indicated that the taped material would be
treated as confidential and anonymous, and would be used only
for the research project.
the polygraph was positioned so that only a view of its
plain back was visible to the subject* This was done to avoid
concern with the control panel of the instrument* ?he subject
w&o then told that four electrodes would be placed on the "hand
he did not use for writing* R r!e war* iltfft. toll that no electri-
cal shocks were involved and that hie fingers would not be
hurt in any way* Although the control subjects—and some of
the experimental subjects—were quite curious, they agreed to
wait until the end of the testing situation for a more detailed
explanation of the working* of the polygraph. It ia noteworthy
that the only patient who did not we.nt to be tested had not
even been seated before he said that ao would rather not
participate. Nothing about recorders or electrodes had been
mentioned to him.
The following instructions were delivered by the reaoaroaej
in a relatively o-usual manners
"I am now going to show you a series of pictures, one
at a time, and I want you to t*sll me a complete story to each
picture. That ie t tell ae what may have been going on up to
the time of the picture? what is going on now—including what
the character* may be thinking and feelinland what will hap-
pen next—-now it will all come out. SMi as long as you like
but be sure to apeak your thoughts* as they come to your mind.
Tell a complete story each time, that is, one with a begin-
ning, a middle, and an end. fltf you know, X h v© not yet turned
on the tope recorder. I will tell you before I turn it on.
Also, at the end of the tenting neeeion a loud bell will Bound.
I want you to know about it beforehand. Do you understand
what I would like you to do? All ri^at, let's begin." Any
quaetlone that were asked at Hk&w aoint were answered in a
neutral manner that paraphrased the above instructions?, the
purpose of soundlag loud electrical bell at the alow of ™'io
tasting oeseioa waa to obtain da t • -o tvt " co----i--v-i bet*Mi
the W&m of schizophrenic subjects and controls to physical
11
(auditory) stimuli could be as mrt of another tentative*
study. 'Piie four practice pictures ware pnerattd la the earn©
order to all of the subject*. For the fir.t three of these,
the ©abject ma instructed to t *Tell me a :tory about theee
fellows (this follow),- depending on the picture shown, and
when a subject failed to tell a e©ftplet« story, the researcher
inquired about the missing part, and indicated to the subject
that he was to toll a complete story.
Before presenting the last practice picture, the eubject
waa toll that trie tap© r^corler was b*ing turns 1 on. ft© was
also told that, M£he remaining pictures have as their centre!
character a youn:- boy. Joatinue t;ell Lvr- >e*Wltll §*©»&««« M
center then around this young boy* $© you understand what I
wmt you to do? Okay, let's keep $©&£#« She last practice
picturo waa then administered and emphasis was again placed
on any omissions of significant parte of the story. The prac-
tie© pictures permitted the researcher to instruct the subject
on what waa ©spec ted of him, and to give the subject an oppor-
tunity to become familiar with the testing situation.
Once the experimental series of nine pictures was begun,
no -further 1 tractions were given the subject except that prior
to each picture he was toll, *$e$i2l me a story about thin boy
and his father,* or "mother'1 , or »the other boy 3", depending
on the picture shown*
Frior to scoring Press flurtur^ee <p Hurturance) and
Goodness of Seasons®, each story ma %p©a on a 3" * 5« i^ex
card. This was done to facilitate the mechanics of scoring
the stories and to allow the to bo scored blindly,
with identifying swrtco appearing on the back of the card.
Frees me considered ae an external influence acting upon
the organism m described by Murray (1938), "In crudely formu-
lating an episode it is dynamically pertinent and coiwenient
to classify the 3.:;. [stimulus situation] according to the
kind of effect—facilitating or obstructing—it is exerting
or could exert upon the organism. 3uch a tendency or •potency 1
in the environment may be called a prase*
Nurturance wao defined, also following >5urray (1943 5, ft*!
-To express sympathy in action. To b* kind and considerate
for the feelings of others, to encourage, pity, and console.
To ail, protect, defend or reacue an object." In addition to
scoring for oarturanoe, rejection—defined as adverse acts,
thoughts, or feelings, overtly or covertly expressed, either
as a general orientation toward the child, or in response to
the child* s requests*—wae also conntiered in scoring along the
0 Surtur^nce continuum* The scoring proeeluro consisted of
having all stories to a given picture rated relative to each
other on an eleven point scale of p ?furturnnee v ronfrlng from
rejection at one end, to raarturanee at the other. The eleven
1J
point scale had been established earlier ^ Lobo, and Epstein.
The procure they follow** In WrtabUshiM the intervale,
and stories representative of specific values on the eoale
m$ found in LeboWa thesis (1361). ft* « further guide in
scoring p teturance, the global instruction* used * Pruasell
(1963), and reprinted m appendix a of thle study, were also
followed
|
Two independent fudges scored all stories, As a measure
of reliability, Pearson product-moment coefficients of correla-
tion mm computed for eaoh of the nine scoring categories.
The results are presented in Table 2. The final score consisted
of the mean of the true scores when they were one or two points
apart. When the ratings were acre than two points apart, they
were disoussel by the Judges and a final score agreed upon.
This was an infrequent; procedure, occurring in less than throe
percent of the ratings.
Goodness of Response was scoreI follovrtng a five-point
scale set up by Lebow and Epstein (1963). Originally Lebow
had used two methods to rate Ooodnepe of Besponse, a method of
rating all stories of an individual mibjeet relative to each
otior, and a method of rating all storien to a ,$iven picture
relative to each other, ligaificant findings were obtained
only with the latter method, and, thsrefore* that method was
employed in the present study. In orier to fflljpili interscorer
reliability, three subjects were selected randomly from each
of the diagnostic groups an% their combined total of fifty-four
14
son .proauat-nioiasnt coeff icient-; of correlation
between t';ro triclopenlent judffQo
Lc frur-
•68
ft .78
*~
•
.74
ft* •77
m 74
ft* •31
•72
it .94
.73
Kmn Coefficient of correlation » 7.0 .ft
F w Father figura
K • Mother fis<yure
« Pear figiuroo
o « Asablguouo scene
Rejection scene
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stories were soorsd separately V two 1ud«»s, the obtained
correlation coefficient wis .60. In no instance lid the
jui^orr. -1:1 "for by riorr* tvm one point.
Initial pinna for scoring tie 'I j~r< hid to be flftatilHit
NiWW of considerations of time and complexity. ?or example,
it had originally been planned to score "perceptual 038"
(Peas an! Spatela, 1963) as the firat <J Ui to occur between
one and six seconds following presentation of the stimulus
picture, vs'hen this was attempts in the conventional way,
however, It became apparent tht ov^r one-half of the eub^ctn
in each group had either • aero response or a response that
was contaminated with a reaction t v t began before the ^tlsau-
lue was presented. The final score use! consisted of ta&ing
the greatest drop in resistance frora the subject* s basal re-
sistance level from one second after the presentation of the
stimulus picture until six seconds after, or until one second
after the aubject be^n his verbal response, whichever came
first. It was apparent that increases in the resistance level
during this interval were due to recovery from strong pre~
stimulus responses and feat any new responses of significant
magnituls could overeoaf these tiwfiiitii ?herefcre, ^ositivf
responses during the interval war© given zero values. This
method of scoring the perceptual '» -:-r?de it aoesibli to reduce
tfoe large number of responses that otherwise could not be scored.
16
mmmm thia method arbitrarily changes in resiaWe
level within time interval, ***** th»n reeponnes thet have
the characterietic form of the it has been foun*
Koltuv, Hayea, Puoho, and »«ioh (1955) tint M* » measure
ie able to significantlv differentiate psychiatric and control
eubjeeta under avoidance conditions.
1?
HS3UL2S
The data from this study were analysed in two separate
waya* First, |illi}g] factorial design was employed
to examine the main effeots and interactions of diagnostic
group (2 levels); sequence of presentation (6 levels); inter-
personal interaction depioted, or figure (3 levels); and level
of nurturaace, or relationship (3 levels)* Second, the sequence
variable in the above design was ignored, and order of presenta-
tion of the stiEiulus pictures was investigated in place of it,
resulting in the same design as abov^ with three positions
of orier replacing the six sequences. The above analyses were
carrier! out separately for Reaction Time (the time fro^ pre-
sentation of the picture to the beginning of a story), Response
?imo (total tiae spent in responding to the picture), Soodness
of Response, p Jiurturance, and Perceptual For each of
the preceding measures tie analysis considering seouencan will
be discussed and, whore pertinent, discussion of the results
obtained with order effeote considered will be added. Tae
analyses of variance with orler effeote are presented in appendix
D t unless otherwise indicated
»
Reaction "?ima i
Analysts of the Heaction flat data revealed no significant
differences as a function of diagnostic group. Ae indicated
in Table 3, however, there are significant differences associated
1?aole 3
Reaction Xlmo \aalyain
Source of
Variance 83 <1£ m v
2.00H sequence) 1,847.12 5 369.42
Hai^montXc group) 307,06 1 307 #06 1,66
ii 405.98 5 81.20
ieAB 8,874.47 43 134 .88 8.04 **»
?(flgU3MI related to) 1,446. 58 723.14 33.97
PA 150.41 10 15.04 -*
FD 39.38 t 19.99 m
FAD 275.16 10 27.5? 1.29
gf044*11 96 21.29
ft ( rela tion&alp shown
)
1,242.39 t 621.20 22.54
RA 400.75 10 40.08 1.45
HI) 44.03 t 22.0? mm
HAD 164.85 10 16.48
R38/AD 2,646. ?4 96 27.56 1.20
PS 1,450.46 4 362,62 1*5.77
?RA 410.34 20 20.52
103.57 4 25.89 1.13
mi 654.96 20 32.75 1.42
4,413.42 192 22.99 —
mm
.001 level of significance
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with the fi^ire depicted (.001 level), the nurturance of the
relationship depicted (.001 level), and the interaction between
figure and relationship (.001 level).
Table 4 indicates that the significance of the min of-
fee to .and their interaction are due to the increased reaction
time to the peer figure in the ambiguous scene. This in com-
mon to bo to. diagnostic groups and may be due to the picture
presenting cue* suggestive of both nurturance anil rejection,
thereby causing some degree of conceptual confusion.
In order for a pntlcnt to have been considered as a good
premorbid he must hive obtained a maximum total score on the
promorbidity history eoale of fifteen or less. The ninismm
total score obtainable on the IQilt is two. The score of the
schizophrenice used in this stuiy ranged from 4- to 15 with a
moan score of 11.9 and a standard deviation of 3.1. Thus,
it is clear that this group of QPMb f ? lis disturbingly close
to the dividing point between good anl poor premorbid lty. ?o
investigate differences between levels of premorbid adjustment
within the present group, two subgroups of five patients each
MH established. The subgroup of schisophrenics who moored
lowestt i.e., the patients with the best premorbid adjustment,
included one patient with a score of four, two with scores of
six and two with scores of seven. Kach of the poorest premorbid
adjustment patients had a score of fifteen.
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Table 4
ffeaotisa Means for $••>•-? ^l.^re
Nurture niblfsttouf? Helooting
Kothor 7.48 7.39 6.04
7.44 9.35 6,85
8,34 16.47 8.90
1
Table 5 presents the Reaction tims data for the two sub-
groups of schisophrenics, left groups produce results simi-
lar to those obtained whoa all subjects are pooled, I.e., the
major livergenc© Is the long reaction tins© to the peer figure
In the ambiguous scene (cf. Table 4),
mien ordsr of presentation imf considered, the Reaction
Time measure iH not reveal any findings of additional interest
(see appendix D f Table 3% for the analysis of variance find-
ings and Tsble 36 for the figure by ord^r interaction means).
Analysis of Response ?ima, in addition to revealing slgnl-
ficant individual differences, produces severe! significant
interactions as soon In Table 6. The interaction of most
Importance is the relationship by sequence by tltljfllHirHn group,
H x A x D, (significant at the •- 3 i^vel) since it includes
diagnostic group. Inspection of Table 7 reveal g that the
greatest differences between groups occur in the Wf sequence.
The control group demonstrates an Increase in mean response
time from nurturant to ambi^uou^ to rejecting scenes, !
order, while the eeal£ophreni03 demonstrate reverse effect.
However, inspection of the data of e?ch subject in the sequence
reveals tnat in both oases a single subject was responsible
for this result. v:ach of tao-a subjects had a response tint
difference over the nurturanc© dimension that was more than
Pfrllltps ..-ego to frio ' ro bv
RelatiorK&i'P Interaction
ilurtent ^bi^iouo Ha.jeotlng
"tot >. pniriorbi-i
. liu^tel
Atlanta
.: atlentqt
r^otaer 9.0 10.
X
10.0
Father 5.8 14.4 11.6
Peor 10*8 9.0
Mother 10.6 6.4 10.2
father 6.6 13.5 7.6
Peer 6.4 20.9 M
Sat>le 6
EteSBOne ft fiAA Ami/sin
source of Variances mM
A (sequence) 57,480.40 5 11 A Aft 1.09
2 (;U-.i;jnor-tic sroup) 9, 354.20 1 9,354.200 74, : 3.50 Mi 14,884.70
M
>04,021,10 4a 10,500.44 21.56
A v. iUi w< J. -.j A »;.:>
2#695»50 2 1$ 347.75 1.75
16,026.30 10 1,602.63 2.08 #
wits If 1,796.30 2 898.15
2,999.60 10 299.96 Hp
73*958.30 96 770.40 1.58
« ^ rexaiiionsaip saowriy 867.10 2 433.55 m
Xvn 2,251.10 10 225.11 m
CfJ 1,152.40 2 576.20
RAD 12,101.7 10 1,210.17 1.95 41
IB OB M / k Ti 59,^14.90 96 619.95 1.27
7,870.70 4 1,967.68 4.04 *#
4,968.80 20 248.44
FHD 2,187.40 4 546.85
FEAT? 9,512.00 20 475.60
?B3f*Al> 93,487.10 1'32 486.91
*
.05 level of significance
**
.01 level of significance
***
.001 level Df significance
*4
6 T
W 1 I 1 !**•#% .~\
luble 7
for tao tolfttionahl
• tic Groun in
Control
'Mfluoun
? 1 P 38.5 35.8 }6.4
1 p M 91*9 55,9 49 #5?
M P P 62.4 61 .8 64*0
M P ? 71.9
P F M 74.) 72.0 71.5
P M P 6?.6 61.2 55.6
P 72.5 68.1 61.6
I P H 42.8 47.4 47.2
M F ? 22.8 18.6 21.2
P P 69.1 48.2 30.4
P P M 72.6 75.0 71.0
P I T 36.2 56.6 65.0
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five times greater than any other subject in the group, ether
schisophrenic and control subjects who wor~ similar to the
two subjects in several ways, e,g„ f a6e, diagnostic clasaifl-
oation, education, etc., were examines, but none produced a
similar pattern, thus, the »09 lev**! of significance obtained
for the lliil internetion in vary likely an artifact of
the number of analyses carried out rather than of any meaning-
ful differences among the variables.
table 8 indicates? that the significant figure by sequence
interaction ( .0!5 level) is due largely to an increase in Besponoe
SSMi to the first figure and a decrease in itesponse Time to the
lant ilpgi responded to, §*itj in the ?MF seouence the father
figure has a response time of 6 3*20 mlnutea, while the peer
has a response time of only 45*64 minutes. Apparently subjects
spend less time on their stories at the end of the session than
they do at the beginning.
Table 9 indicates that the significant F x H interaction
(01 level) Is dm largely to the r*l^tiveiy ai#a Response
Times for the nurturant father flours and the ambiguous peer
figure. Because there is no significant diagnostic group
variable involved here, this finiing is of no great importance,
and merely provides information on the nature of the pictures,
iiooiness of Recponso
the analyses for tae (toodneos of Hespouse ani tne p fturtur-
anoe measures were carried out using only twenty-nine subjects
P.6
Table 8
.^apogee. ?Xaa m-na f.sr txo "i-uro
by -^nugnce InternetIon
... o trier
t n 47,57 63.20 43.64
. 45.15 50,63 51.44
® p 41.93 38.19
51 P p 67.59 5^.63 68.85
P P 1 62.29 75.58 81.82
? 55.3? 55.31 67.79
?7
Wtmonap T !••/-> :c - for t;i« ""irur^n i i 1 111111111 IWl n limm i, i^im .^ hm -
il i l l i f. '.JJ..
ly. Sgjatloa^hlT? Interaction
Hswaai imktBSM iaitsnag
Kotfcer H.9 54.8 51.3
IMMW 64 #8 51*6 56.3
54 rS 64*3 57*7
8in the oontrol eroup. Kxis wa. Deo,.uae ^
ton by on? „ubject tea not *« properly mm*** The two
Mtftjftlfft* affected by the lossa of -h-**j uws x a x the stories were analyse* using
the average scores of the Mmrimm auK^^iaabjacVa sequence subgroup
ss substitutes for his true score©*
In table 10 it can be seen that there is a significant
difference in Goodness of Response between the diabetic groups
(•001 level), with the control group obtaining a higher score
(mean m 2.68) than the schisophrenics (mean - 3.06).
When the schisophrenic patients who were subdivided into
those with the beet premorbid adju
-t^nt and those with the
poorest premorbid adjustment were examined on the (Joodneso of
Heeponse measure, the former had a mean score of 1*80 and the
latter had a mean score of 2.3?. ft* patients with the best
premorbid adjustment might hnva been expected to obtain bettor
scores on this ftft.tautff« but, as seen <*bova t they lid not.
9m sequence x diagnostic group interaction in significant
at the
.05 level. Inspection of Table 11 indicates that this
is primarily due to the higher score by the schisophrenics
than the controls on the FPK sequence, tomlnation of the
data for the schisophrenic patients in this sequence reveals
no <m*»tandlas individual differences among them on diagnostic
sub-category, Phillips Scale, or age. f.o?rever, thoy hava a
relatively higher vocabulary score (30.4 versus ?4.1 for all
»9
ftooiae^a of llfl
>ourcft or Variance IS s
' j A-V "4»T* r4fe >I-» f** - — _ _
-/'Gw© 811 yMp^U
f /*N >N 1 «, i 4.00 $ .82
i? \ a3*i»tp*o n vie ,; ;>roii )
;
1
ATI UtTl 5 4»96
82.8u 48 1.72
f (figure iflLated to) 4.94 2 2.47
PA 3«22 10 .3?
?':}
•58 8 29
FAD 4.91 10 .49
30*13 96 .31
S (relationship shown) 5*40 2 2.70
HA 10 •30
m •07 2 •04
£•49 10
36a 3 96 til
PR 9»67 4 2*4?
FE& 3»44 20 .17
•81 4 20
Hi 4*57 20 23
>7*73 19? .30
p
30.75 ***
?.sb *
.73 ***
7,97 *#
1.03
1*58
1.03
7.10 **
1.27
$•07 ***
* »05 level of eigniflcaaoe
**
.01 level of (significance
***
.001 level of significance
goodness of rtesso-. - jizznn for tn*
>«ffffijl|if
tgr Diiftapotlc Group XMbmrngtlon
Controls
-QHlsophrenlon
p M * 1.98
* I 2.31 2 #49
M p * 2*96 1.89
* t f 2.91 1.96
111 2.93 1»96
i »t 2.51 ?.04
nsoaieoparenlo subjects) and a high number ofm of educa-
tion (13.4 versus U»Q for all schisophrenic subjects)
• Thus,
accidentally, they seem to have been selected an a group rela-
tively high in intelligence.
The significant differences obtained for both the figure
(?) main effect (Table 12) and the relationship (a) main effect
(fable 13) are largely due to the eablguous peer figars. table
14 presents the Minna for the significant ?xB interaction
(•001 level)* Inspection reveals that the reduction in Oood-
neas of RosfttlWf to the peer figure in the anbl-guoue scene is
primarily responsible for the figure, relationship and figure
by relationship findings. This aay be interpreted as was the
Heaction Time findings, i.e., as due to the unique cues presented
by the ambiguous scene of the peer figure.
Analysis of the Goodness of Response neasure with order
considered reveals two significant or lor interactions (see
appendix < for analysis of variance Table 37) The figure x
order interaction is significant at the .001 level. In general,
the peer and father figures are hard to deal with when they are
first or last in order, while the another fi/aire is troublesome
wnen it is second in order (see appendix T5, Table 30f for these
sjeans). The significant flpure x order 91 diagnostic group
(.001 level) interaction sheds further light on the figure x
order interaction, Examination of Table la and Pi.gare 1 indi-
cates taat tae controls pro luce their poorest stories to the
Qooflneaa of Eoaponae, fhnnn fox
: :o tlior
?»*3 2.44 2.?3
# * #
Spoflaeae of :tqat>ongft
^ftftfflft for
Ifurturant jflfctMBM >jectiq£
2.40 2.23 2.47
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Table H
ggftotttt of 2azv.y.,e UQ^jm for tha
gfrggl
jay nelationohlT) latay.c t ia
n
'.'urtlarant
Mot-tor 2 .30
Father
.43 2.23
Peer 2 .47 1.95
2*48
?.28
34
Gop3neoa of n^onro "mm for tie Fl^yo to
Order far JJlajmootlc aratm faAffijj tlon
Mother
Control^ Father
Peer
Motiier
; c!ii£op ironies Fntaer
Peer
Tirr-t
3.10 2 #40
3.03
2.64 2.46
1.96 2.16 a. 33
2.26 2,06 1.96
1*83 2.13 1.76
\15
Figaro |
oolnena of Rteognno >aafl for tin ^l^re by .;rior
Plftflnoatlo C-rou : Interaction
0
0
1
R
£
a
a
o
£
S
P
0
R
K
S
0
0
a
I
3*20)
3.1C
0
1*00 0
i
2.90
Ml)
;i
0
L
.7 S
2,60
2 #40
s
c
H
I
%
Q
2,00 *
a
1.90 a
2
1.80 n
i
1.7 c
1 «60
s
0
-» - - . .. — ...» __ :,. ..
?irot Second
Grief1 of Pro-natation
father figure when it U first and their best stories to the
mother figure when it is first. In contrast, the schizophrenic*
produce their poorest stories to the mother figure when it ia
first and their best stories to the father figure when it is
first. In the second and third orders of presentation the
controls tell better stories to Hit fati r than to the mother
figure while tha schisophrenics tell better stories to the
mother than to the father figure in the same orders*
| j?urturance
The results of the analysis of the p Hurturance date, are
presented in fable 16 . fas figure x diagnostic group inter-
action is significant at the .05 level. Inspection of Table
17 and Figure 2 suggest ,• that the difference is due to the
schizophrenic group attributing to the father figure much lees
aurturance tan the control group • The control group describes
hin an the most mrturant figure, while the schisophrenic group
sees hira as the least wwrturant figure* It is interesting
to note that the schisophrenics show less dleerimination among
the fibres than do tie controls, and that the mother figure
lr described as similar in nurturance by both groups*
Table IB presents the $ Ilurturance means for each of the
figures for the beet and poorest premorbid adjusted schizophrenic
Inspection of Figure 3 indicates that the patients with the
best premorbid adjustment attribute a snailor amount of
37
'able 16
.litcm-atic n
:
>oure© af variance
Between krouioa
in 1
it*
5 3.07 1.30
D ( diaiBion tic ctwto ) if OC£ 1 4,25 l.SO
AD 1 ft IMSAO 5 3.78 1.60
AA 5# 4o 1.57 •
i tiiin ftrouog
F (figure related to) 11.51 5.76
?A 11.5? 10 1.15
13.27 6.64 4.5? *
FAD
'
10 2.31 1.57
141.16 96 1.47 mm
R (relationship shown) 1,330.92 665.46 234.36 •*»
HA 22.09 10 2.21 MM
WD 33.14 2 16.57 7 .08 **
EAD 10.84 10 1.08
224.89 96 2.34 1.56 •«
FR 65.14 4 10.85 ***
?RA 43.37 20 2.47 1.65 «
FED 4 • 56 mm
22.47 20 1.1? mm
PH:;o/AB 237.30 19? 1.50
*
.05 level of significance
**
.01 level of significance
***
.001 level of significance
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Table 17
g Nurturance Means for the ^i.^ure toy
Diagnostic Sroup Internetion
other Vn. ther peer
Controla 6.?2 6 #60 5 #88
Jcaizonhrenico 6,17 5,99 & t Cj?
Mother Father Peer
Figaro Depicted
40
Table 13
JtJBdKBiBttl M j Motion of oc.irf?
on thQ .Phllll^a
-cia gni
tas Figure IteDiotea
Mother Fattier
Boo t . ro::iorM3 _
rt _ m«, 5<50 6.00 5.%MJuotoA
-tlentt; '
•4junto! ••itioritr,
41
mm J
p, Wortumnco Means as a Function of ;core on the
Phillip Scale and tae figure Dep icted
6.3
P
£
3
I
9
H
1?
U
Ft
A
I
C
1
3
C
0
S
6.1
6,0
5.3
U1
5.6
!
5*5
Z
Mother Father
Figure Depicted
4,?
aurturance to the ftmr^ than the patients with the poorer
premorbid adjustment. Both of tot«« subgroups show little
Uecrialaation among the figures. &**«*«*, the poorest pre-
morbid adjusted patients tana to see the mother and father
M equal In nurturance with the peers lee* nurture** than
both, while the patients with the bent premorbid adjustment
tend to neo the mother as the least nurturant figure.
Figure # indicates that the significance (.01 level) of
the relationship x diagnostic group interaction is due to a
flatter gradient of p .tfurturanoe for the schizophrenics than
for tao control e. This, in turn, is due primarily to the
failure of the schisophrenics to attribute nurturance to the
nurturant scenes. Means for the interaction are presented in
Table 13.
The means for the extreme T)r©morbii sub^rroups on the re-
lationship dimension are presented in Table ?0 and plotted
in Fissire 5. The patients with the beet
-remorbid adjustment
produoe a steeper gradient of .;- ftirturanoe as a function of
nurturant cues than the ? tiento wita the poorest premorbid
adjustment*
The figure x relationship interaction of the diagnostic
grouoe li significant at the .001 level. The means are plotted
in Figure 6 and tabulated in Table 21. The steepest gradient
of p Hurturance is given to the peer figure, and the flattest
43
Tftble 19
^_!furturaao9 Stoane fog
jfofl leintionnMTi
by Diagnostic Grou ? Interaction
llgSHMl IM&BMi fo* .looting
gfitteati 8 . 38 6.26 4.1?
3flalpophrealcg 7,50 6#52
# * *
Table 20
p ffurtursnoe Magna as a Function of ;oore on tha
Phillips ;ioalo an^ the Relational-)
~)e -lethal
MaiUBfl rationto
# * *
Table 21
? mirturance ~-.ry "or t ie figure
4 .16
rjurfrir-nt Arobi^o^e r>cjecttafi
7.76 6. 50 3,60
oo.ro-t Premorbid m ^ m .
fry :ol-.ti;a - ,i interaction
Nurtarv.it ftrafclffuoua vjefooting;
M^er 7.69 6 . 36 4.54
Father 7.76 6.9? 4.??
?g*t 8.37 5.88 3.60
44
4.0
Sfurturmt Ambiguous ifi'iwtinr
SUM Depicted
45
ore 5
frortoraacg Meana as a
-Amotion - ' *cor« on th<»
p
a
8
I
U
I
A
M
0
1
3.0
7.5
6.5
6.0
5.5
4*5
4.0
3.5
\
\
) • \ *
\
itoturant Asiblguoaa Sej acting
HolatloaaUip "evicted
p Hurturancq Meana for tae ?i i
by relationship Interaction
Hurturrmt A?abi$utotta Rejecting
Jcene 'Depicted
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to the mother figure. This may inlic,te that |m ifJ
defensivenoas associated with the 9*** feg** than with the
parental figures, particularly the mother figure.
The means for the significant (.05 level) fi^re main
effect are presented in Table 22. Although the significance
would seem to be primarily due to the peer figure being described
as relatively 1cm in nurturance, examination of Table 21 indi-
cates that no figure receives a consistently greater or smaller
amount of nurturance than the other figures for all levels of
nurturance. Additional^
, the figure x diagnostic group inter-
action was significant and further complicates the figure main
effect findings.
The mean values for the relationship main effect, as pre-
sented in Table 23, indicate that significance is derived from
the distribution of p Nurturance along the dimension of nurtur-
ance.
The sequence x figure x relationship interaction is signi-
ficant at the #05 level. It is e. complex interaction, the source
of which is of no particular importance in regard to the aims
of the present stuJy.
Because of the significant differences between the diagnos-
tio groups on the Goodness of Hesponse measure, the p Nurturance
data were re-examined with each no-iuen >f both the schisophrenic
and the control groups divided into the tr?o best performing and
the three poorest performing subjects on the basis of their
18
Table 22
p flurtur-mce Menna for t''i<*
6.20 6.30 5.95
• # #
p. rfartiiranoo ;u<? for t ia
tola tion • !ilp T3 lc tq&
r'urftiir^rit Ambitious !ielecting
7*94 6.39 4.12
*9
Goodness of Heapons* ooorea. This was .Ion© as an attempt to
evaluate whatever effect la the observe relationships incor-
porating diagnostic grou.:-. nisht b~ due to difference In level
of functioning on the &§* fable H gives the ranees and means
for each of tie subgroups* fig mean valuer enow a progressive
decline in order of beet performing controls, beat performing
lUribtoofcrenlos, poorest performing controls, and poorest norforr^
ing schisophrenics* This order U identical to that obtained
by Lebow and Upstoln (1963). It is noteworthy, however, that
in comparison to their findings none of the subgroups of the
present study approached the mean of their beat performing
controls (3.91), and only slight overlapping of ranges occurs
between the best performing controls in the two otuUes#
(Lebow and ISpstein had a range of 3*39-4. 39) . the beet per-
forming oontrola in the nreoent atuSy compare moot favorably
to Lebow and Epstein1 s pooreat performing controls who had a
mean of 2.96 and a rango of ?«ll~3«6#l9
lamination of Figure 7 indicates that the best and poor^t
performing subjects within each diagnostic group produce parallel
curves, and that the pooreat performing aubjeote in each
;^
roup
obtain lower score o of nurturance across the fi JMNM than the
beat performing subjects (Table !§).« It is of additional interest
to note that when a schizophrenic aub c^ roup and a control sub-
group are equated on Goodness of Heoponse, i.e., the boat
50
Beat gag BfcgBttl Vvrtovautr* on t;.xe TAT
Bgat laCtttBttM 1*31 - 3.56 2.98
Pqpffep* F,nsgqmiqg Controls 2.00 * 1,99 2.45
^ e asopor^iice 1.00 - 2.56 1,7?
51
Table ?5
2„„?tortuz^nce, .koaaa .as -> function of thu Pi&^mr^*^
Groups Mviflecl into the Bggt and Poorest
IJ<srfpraam oa tiie g|g rid tlaa
gifturo Depicts •
Boot t^EtSSSiM
t Pcrforalqff
c 3, is;ot? irenice
bftlgp Virenlca
-othor T^-tlior Poor
6 #43 6.74 6.12
6*50
6 .09 6,51 5.7
5.94 5.76 r>*87
5?
<Vl 1 ft"*?
SlC.H I i.cPHREfJiCS*/'
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Performing schisophrenics *ita a mean of 2,45 and the poorest
performing controls with a mean of %4G, then the schisophrenic*
attributeM p Nurtrorance than the controls to the mother
and peer figures and less p mirturenco to the father figure.
This fiaiing with level of Soolnees of Response controlled sup-
ports the similar finding on p Nurturnnce for the entire diagnoo-
tic group*
The best and poorest performing subjects within *«ch diagnos-
tic group alec produce! similar curves ovor the dimension produced
by the different relationships depicted (Table 26 and Figure 8) #
The poorest perforata^ subjects obtained lower p ttotur-
ance scores than the best performing subjects. Both subgroups
of schizophrenic patients produce flatter gradients than the
control subgroups* This is primarily due to the schisophrenic**
performance on the nurtumnt pictures.
In the analysis of variance of order, the p !?urturanee
measure reveals no significant effects beyond those found when
sequence is considered (see appendix p, table 3% for the analyeie
of variance results }.
Galvanic 3kin Response
The only significant finding for the Galvanic Skin Response
measure with sequence considered (Table ?7) is the figure x
sequence interaction ( 001 level)* The major source of vari-
ance for this interaction is due to a tsalsncy for the largest
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Table 26
p WUrturanoo Msana ao a ?unctloa of tlxe Sla/man tift
8BBBMH DivllQi into t:io Beat and -,ar«» a-fc
.rgrforaers on tho T,\T gtft tir>
..el'; *;i
jurfrurmt jjabimoun Itejectin/y
Controls • 7 6.50 4.1?
jjerrt Perforata?
rt
Icaleoplironiog ^ 6*58 4.49
•ooro,r?t .Performing .
_
.
oaffol'o 4.05
re ti t > trforciin^
3.94
" i^g ro 8
a,.,Wurtttranoo i.^n<3 us a Function af the tHanpaq tie frgoupn
>lvlclel Into tjie dent and oorc-it Perfomera
on, t:ie> TAT an! tae Relation.^ i^ Delicto*
ilurttirant Astbiguoao Rejecting
Relationship Depicted
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Galvanic
'-ami 2*. fitflim
A (sequence)
D (diagnostic group)
m
Jia/AD
35,904,660 5
3,710,800 1
17,361, 3
3
383,034,880 48
7,197,13?
",710,800
3, 57?, 27?
7,9 JV; t 310 6 #66
P (figure related to) 5,074,190 2 i| r>37,095 1.83
50,7?3,530 10 5,072,353 3.65
4,435,710 2 2,217,855 1.60
PAD 7,478,200 10 747,820
133, 302,370 96 1,388,566 1.16
I (relationship enoim) 4,322,410 2 2,161,203
HA 6,776,640 10 677,664
JtD 3,028,710 2 1,514,355 1.26
RAD 11,165,730 10 1,116,573
115,486,410 96 1,203,004 1,00
PH 2,610,160 4 652,540
PRA 31,984,200 20 1,599, ^10 1.33
PHD 1,880,570 4 470,142
PRA3> 14,863,630 20 743,181
FRSe/AD 230,228,140 192 1,199,104
***
.001 level of significance
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responses to occur to the first fis^r* of given seouonce.
This becomes evident when wo esamina the results for order
(Table ?8). The order min effect la ai^nifleant at the
.001 level due to the ***** reactivity that occurs to the
first presentation (Table 29) . Additionally, the second pre-
sentation produces more reactivity than the thirl, Indicating
a continuous proceea of adaptation,
the second interaction that is significant la that of
figure x order (.0* level). The father and Bother figures,
but not the >oer figure, are
-sooci ited mth a reduction in
CteR as a function of order of presentation (aee Table 30) 9
There ia no apparent reason for this to occur and the level
of reliability is sufficiently low for it not to warrant any
speculation*
Althou^i the order x diagnostic group interaction io not
significant, the means are of acme internet and are presented
in Table 31 • There io a tendency for the schisophrenica to
show a greater amount of adaptation than the controls • Of
additional interest are the orler data for tha beit and pcores
premorbid adjustment patianta (Table |t}« The bent premorbid
adjusted patients do not show the continuous adaptation effect
of the poorest aremorbid adjusted patients, the controls, and
tile entire schisophrenic group*
Galvanic :1:C_LI). I[QgPOHS WitTil
nl " 1 fit 3
t1 vr
if
1 2,710,800
W» f
.50 / , 53^,774 6 #28 •
xtain Groups
F (figure depicted) 5 , 074 ,190 2 2,537,095 2.12
1 (relationehip depleted) 4,3 '.-',410 t 2,161,205 1.80
0 (order of presentation) 30,680,697 15, 340, 349 12.79 *
?R 2,610,160 4 652,540
PO 4 3,063,098 ''•55 *
HO 8,665,729 4 2,166,432 1.81
FRO 10,433,071 8 1,304,133 1.09
19 4, 435, 710 2 2,217,855 1.85
3t 028,710 s 1,514,355 1.26
OB 3,661,335 2 1,530,66* 1.53
FRD 1,880,570 4 470,142
FOB 6*096,731 4 1,514,18? 1.26
ROB 1,944,502 4 486,125
FHOB 15,159,313 8 1,394,976 1.58
Residual rror 313,15 -,5 '9 428 1,198,964
*
.05 level of significance
***
.001 level of significance
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The best premorbid adjusted patients also tend to differ
from the poorestMi adjusted o*ti*nts in responding
to the different figure* (Table 33 and ft**** 9). the best
premorbid adjusted patients show a pronounced variability in
comparison to the pooroat premorbid adjusted patients, the
control group, and the entire schiaooirenio group. They are
tie least reactive to the father fimiro nnd the most reactive
to the mother figure, the poorest premorbid adjusted patients
show little variation in their responses to the afferent
figures
1
The beat premorbid adjusted patients also show consider-
able v?.ri-.bili1y when their Ml datasre examined as a function
of the nurturanoe dimension (Table 34 and Figure 10). They
are comparatively low in response to the emotion-laden aceneo.
The poorest premorbid adjusted schisophrenics are consistently
low in reactivity at all levels of nurturance. It is note-
worthy that the control group is consistently most reactive
at all levels of rairtarance.
6?
•Jalvanio akin :<A«r,A.-
iJJl ' in 1 ;.:r:is as {I BJmcti-m n-r lff|tt
on the " fhilli->fi :c'U3, ~ia*n^'•tlc
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ather
.' >ntro.lq
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rbii /.Alter?tod
on71*4
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the Heaotion Time measure in this iM| did not reveal
any significant differences among the diagnostic groups as
it lid in the Lebow and Bpeteln stuly, where a significant
elevation in reaction time «»• given by their schisophrenic
subjects to the peer figure in fee 109 sequence, this ma
interpreted as due to the mother flmre producing conflict in
the subject which interfered with his ability to relate to
others, the present study suggests that it is the peer figure
in the ambiguous scene, regardless of sequence, that produces
the disturbance in the individual. Further, this difficulty
is not specific to the schizophrenic subjects, but also occurs
in the controls, and is duo to the conceptual complexity of
the atiottltts rather than its emotional significance. Lack
of replication of Lebow and Epstein's finlings may be due to
the populations in the two studies being different* Lebow
and Epstein1 s schisophrenics were in a state hospital and
were not only judged to be good premorbid echisop ironies on
the basis of the aillip© scale, but were also i&etitutionalisred
primarily for acute episodes. It is noteworthy that "iodniclc
and Garmosy (1957) report that their c-ioi premorbid subjects
were tested while they were in a relatively acute ?*tase,
the present study used schisophrenic patients who were found
to be good premorbid schisophrenics by the Phillips scale
criteria, but who, in contrast to the Lebow and Epstein <*roua,
were inpatients in ft Veterans' Adalaintr- tion Hospital devoted
primarily to chronic patients. It if? possible that nreaorbiditsr
ratings become lees discriminative as the illness become* sore
chronic. It is notewortfay that to find the thirty schisophrenics
used in this study, hundreds of records in the hospital had to
be scored for premorbid history, ani tie tendency was for meet
of the Phillips scale scores to be clone to the maxima allow-
able for a good premorbid siting, To evaluate the influence
of this tendency th© responses of the tsvo subgroups of sehiso-
pnrenics who were extreme in Phillips scale score were examined.
Also* the control subjects usel in this study are from a
population that is different from th© population used by
Lebow and Epstein to obtain their control** Lebow and Epstein'
s
oontroln were military j^rsonnel who were in a general hospital.
The present stuly used attendants and ml© mrsing personnel
in the nontal hospital.
The Goodness of Hesponse measure proved to be reliable in
differentiating between the schisophrenics and the controls,
as Lebow and JSpstein (1963) reported earlier. In looking at
the high and low scorers on the Phillips scale
,
however, the
patients with the poorest premorbid adjustment had the greater
Goodness of Hesponse mean score. Unpublished findiagi of Ii«bow
and Spstein, examining good premorbid schisophrenics as well
as poor premorbid schisophrenic?? $ttt controls, revealed no
r ri
^significant differences between gw><x and ^or premorbid schiso-
phrenics, and a significant *tffWiae« ***** sohiaoph .mios
and controls at the .001 level, with the controls obtaining
**• S,003M>S * *»*«€*a*ion of these findings ******** that
cathough the Goodness of Hesponee mmmm iimrmmm between
woman and eohiaophrenies. it to not associated with premorbid^.
*ae p flurturance measure reliably duplicated th* findings
of Lebow and Epstein in that the schizophrenic subjects rrodueed
a flatter gradient of p Hurturance as a function of the nurtar-
ance dimension than the control group, There was a laarked
reluction in the nurturance attribute! to the nurturant scenes
W the schisophrenics. This wae also found in the Lebow and
vpstein study (1963), and was interpreted as indicative of
avoidance of the emotional implications of the stimulus, i.e.,
ae denial of dependency by the schizophrenic. It is noteworthy
that in the present study the schisophrenics with the poorest
premorbid adjustment had a flattor gradient than the schizo-
phrenico with the best premorbid a 1 ju r.tment—indicating that
the degree of denial of dependency in liractly related to
premorbidity
Peniohel (1945) ana state! tan t the denial of reality
by schisophrenics ie less concerned with the avoidance of punish-
ment than W$fH the avoidance if temptation. T>ro»-Reiehmann
(1959), too, recognised this when she indie ten that some of
the patients she treated were afraid to let her perceive their
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friendliness because,
-mowing them meant running the risk
of not getting an understanding acceptance or response to
their friendly reactions, the mere possibility 0f which
represented another rebuff,"
In contrast to the Lebow and Bpstein finding (196*) that
Sood premorbid schisophrenics describe t:ie father ao the most
nurturant figure, the good premorbid schisophrenics in the
present study attributed to the mother figure the most aurtur-
ance. In both studies, the controls described the father as
the moot nurturant of the tare® figures, kebow and Spsttla
found in an unpublished study that poor premorbid schisophrenics
described the mother figure as the most nurturant figure. In
the present study* when the extreme scorers on the Phillips
scale were examined, the poorest premorbid adjusted schisophrenics
described the mother and father figures as similar in nurtur-
ance,
-aile the schisophrenics with the bent premorbid adjust-
ment described the father as the moat nurturant figure, as did
Lebow and Epstein's sample of good premorbid schizophrenics*
These findings have two implications. First, they indicate
another dimension on which poor premorbid and $>od premorbid
schisophrenics differ. Added to ?arlaa*s (1958) finding that
in a. a families it is the father who is the dominant and restric-
tive figure wail© in Pitt families it is the mother who is the
dominant and restrictive figure, is the finding of the present
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stu3y that the am schisophrenics with the best premorbid
adjustment describe the father as the most nurturant figure
and the QW. schisophrenics with the poorest premorbid adjust-
ment describe the mother as the meet nurturant figure, This
also supports the concept of wish fulfillment as a primary
component of thematic apperception stories, since it is un-
likely that the restrictive parent v-ould also bo the most
nurturant. The second implication is that schizophrenics who
score in the good premorbid range of the scale, but are close
to the out off point between good and poor premorbiditF, do
not perform in a manner similar to schisophrenics with SI low
premorbid score • Whether this is due to chronicity t institu-
tionalization, fortuitous circumstance, or the scale per se
is not apparent, but should be investinted.
hen the subjects in each diagnostic group were divided
into the best and poorest performers on fee TAT, using Goodness
of Response as an independent variable, they produces aarall&
curves of p Hurturanoe to the mother, father and peer fi -aires,
The poorest performing subjects, however, attributed a smaller
amount of p Sfurturance to each of the figures* The differences
between diagnostic groups '.vers maintained. All of these find-
ings indicate that the $ Hurturance differences among the
subjects is primarily a reflection of their diagnostic classi-
fication and not the result of their ability to express them-
selves*
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Another interesting replication of the Lebow Ml Spstein
work occurred in the rank order of p franco scores, which
mo in descending order from beet performing controls to nooree
performing schisophrenics. Lebow and Bpstein interprets fete
«• e function of the nurturanee attributed to fee mother figure
ainc® the differences between the rsnkn to that figure were
similar. In this study no single fiflwre was predominantly
responsible for the ranks on the p Hurturanee score, su^eat-
ins «iat the ability to function well is not so much A func-
tion of nurturanee attributed to the mother figure as it is a
function of total nurturance ittributel to ail figures.
The diagnostic groups were aot significantly different
in their Galvanic Skin Response®, when the schisophreniea
were divided into extreme scorers on the Phillips sc»le, how-
ever, the most responsive patient-* turned out to be those with
the best premorbid adjustment, the poorest premorbid adiu«it*i
patients were uniformly low in reactivity
. This is in line
with the findings of King (1958). In two experiments he
compared changes in blood pressure ^reduced Rscholyl in
process and reactive schisophrenic-, and found that the pro-
cess schisophrenics were significantly (.01 level) lese
reactive?
.
Also of interest is the tendency for the best premorbid
adjusted schisophrenics to b© nearly as low as the poorest
premorbid adjusted schisophrenics in reactivity to emotion-
7?
laden stimuli while they are nearly as active as *, eontrol
group to the leas emotional ambiguous otiimilus. the best
premorbid adjusted schisophrenics were also selectively re-
active to the different figures depicted, with the least re-
activity occurring to the father figure. Intention of these
findings suggests that there is a definite pattern in the
Variability found in the reactivity of the beet premorbid
adjusted schisophrenics, mey appear to be at a phase where
they are not responsive to ssiotion-ladan stizauli nor to the
parental figure that may reasonably be assumed to be disturb-
in# to thesw Yet, these soma best premorbid adjusted schiso-
phrenics are reactive to ambiguous stimuli, and their responses
readily adapt out, These findings suggest the possibility of
a selectivity in the responsiveness of the best premorbid
adjusted schizophrenics that is not present in the poorest pre-
morbid adjusted schisophrenics. It may be that with increas-
ing chronic ity the responsiveness of schisophrenics adapts
out or becomes inhibited not only to traumatic stimuli but
to other types of stimulation as well, These latter suggestions
arc baaed on nonsignificant tendencies in small groups, but
are of sufficient interest to warrant replication with larger
groups, specially selected for the purpose.
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Vh* responds of good premorbid schizophraaic subjects
selected on the basis of tha Phillips Scale to pictures
depicting parental and poor group relationships on a dimen-
sion of nttrturaace were examined ftftft oospore* to the responses
given |f a control group compose i of male auraea and attendants
at the same hospital
The aajor findings of thia study are*
(1) Klevated Reaction ?imo to the peer figure wr?s
found to be a function only of the stisulus
used and not also of the interaction of
diagnostic group and sequence of presenta-
tion as reported by Lebow and Epstein.
(2) Tae control ^roup did significant^ better
than the schisophrenic group in level of
performance on the H T i k similar finding
was reported by Lebow aai Epstein,
(3) Tm schisophrenic group produced a signifi-
cantly flatter gradient of p flurturance to
the nurturance cues than lid the control
group, Uhio was due more to the denial of
nurtureace than of rejection* The relatively
flat gradient of the {schisophrenics way more
a function of diagnostic clarification than
of performance level on the ?.
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W*$ total group of so lisophrenios describe*
the father figure as nurturant than the
mother figure. However, i iH«|^ aanaie of
schizophrenics with the best premorbid adjust-
ment described the mother figure as more reject-
ing than the father figure
, as lid the group
of good premorbid schizophrenic patients tested
teer Xiebow and Epstein*
Examination of OsRs produced If extreme scorers
on the hillips Scale revealed that schizophrenics
with the poor-nt premorbid ^djuslilggj were rela-
tively non-reactive to «11 t^rnes of stimuli,
The schisophrenics \vith the best premorbid ad-
justment while relatively non-reactive to emotion-
al stimuli were, in centrant to the nohiaophreniea
with the poorest premorbi 1 adjustment, about as
reactive to ambitious stimuli as the controls*
this selective reactivity was the basis for the
suggestion that in the development of schizophrenia
inhibition at first occurs to the most emotionally
arousing stimuli and then generalizes to less
omotional stimuli.
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Appendix A
Phillips scale of Premorbid History
nWWMapi Soale of Premorbid History
A. Recent Sexual Adjustment ?olat Value
1. Stable heterosexual relation and marriage. 0
2. Continued heterosexual relation with
marriage, but unable to establish home. %
3» Continued heterosexual relation wilfo
marriage broken by permanent separation. f
4« (a) Continued heterosexual relation
-ith
carriage but with low sexual drive. J
(b< Continued heterosexual relation with
deep emotional meaning, but unable to
develop it into marriage* 3
5* (a) Casual but continued heterosexual
relation; "affairs" but nothing more. 4
(b) Homosexual contactn with lack of or
failure in heterosexual experience. 4
6. (a) Occasional casual hetaro/homoaexual
experience with no deep emotional bond. 5
(b) Solitary masturbation with no active
attest at homo/heterosexual experience. 5
7. Ho sexual interest in either men or women, 6
B. Social Aspects of sexual Life "During Adolescence
and Immediately Beyond.
1« Always allotted a healthy interest in girls
with a steady girl friend during adolescence. 0
Point Value
lii Start** taking girle mt regularly in
adolescence. *
3. awaya mixed closely with both boys and
girla. 2
4* Consistent deep interest in male attach-
ments with restricted or no interest in
girls* *
5* (a) Casual male attachments with in-
adequate attempts at tliljtlef»Mt to
#oing out with grirlR. 4
(b) Casual contact with boys and girls. 4
6. (a) Casual contact rith boys and lack
of interest in girls* f
(b) Occasional contact with girls* 5
7. $o desire to be with boys ani girls; nevsr
went out with a girl, $
C. Social Aspects of Recant Sercual Life if Over
30 Years*
1* Married and has chll 5.ren$ living as a
family unit* 0
2* Married and has children, but unable to
establish or maintain a family home, 1
3* Has been married but is permanently
separated, ?
3lnt Value
4. (a) Married but considerable rmrital
discord*
,
(e) Single, but has Had engagement or deen
heterosexual relationship but emotion-
ally unable to c^.rry it throu^ to
ri* single t with short engagements or relation-
enipa with women which do not appear to have
had much emotional depth for both ;>artners,
"affaire"*
^
6. (a) Single, has gone out with a few girls but
without other indications of a continued
interest in women* 5
(b) Single, consistent deep interest in male
attachments, no interest in women. 5
7. (a) ;>ingle; occasional male contacts with no
interest in women. 6
(b) Single; not interested in men or women. 6
social Aepects of iieceat iexual Life if Leao Than
30.
1* Married; living as a family unit with or
without children* 0
2* (a) Married with or without children, but
unable to establish or maintain a
family home. 1
8?
Point Value
(b) single but engage! ia a :leep :a»tero-
sexual relationship leading to
carriage • •
3. ingle j has had engagement or loop hetero-
sexual relationship, but has emotionally
been unable to carry it through to marriage, a
4. Hingle; consistent deep interest in male
attachments with restricted or lack of
interest In women.
^
5* >in&Le$ casual male relationships with
restricted or lack of interest in women. 4
6* 3ingle; has gone out with a few girls casually
but without other indications of interest in
women. 5
7. (a) Single? never interested in or associated
with either men or women, 6
(b) Antisocial. $
B. History of Personal Relations
1. Always has had a number of close friends but
did not habitually play a lo-vUng role. 1
2. r,rom adolescence on had a few close friends. 3
3. PVtH adolescence on had a few casual friends, 3
4. "rom adolescence on stopped having friends. 4
7. (a) So intiraate friends after childhood. 5
Point Value
(b) Casual but nevsr any deep nutual
friendships*
^
6. Haver worried about boys or girls; no desire
to b® *&&fc boys and girls. g
tootnt Premorbid Adjustment in Personal Halations
1. Habitually mixed witfc otaers but not a leader. 1
2* Mixed only with a close friend or group of
friends
. j
3# Ho eloss friends; very few friends; had frlondo
but never quite accepted by taera. 4
4. uict, aloof, seclusive, preferred to be tgr
self*
^
5* Antisocial
Appendix b
reproduction of the Nine Sxpertamtel Pictures
Fig. 11. The nine experimental pictures.
Appendix 0
?russoll»8 Global Instructions for Scoring
TV? stories for p TJurturanoe.
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Instruction** for Scoring HAT stories fQT p m*rturance
This score requires » global judgment of the de^o* to
which nurturance is expressed in the story (or can be inferred)
toward fee boy the mother-figure, father-figure, or peer-
figures. Each story to a given picture is scored relative to
all other stories to the MM picture, Scores are assigned
on the basis of en eleven-point scale of equal appearing
intervals, the scale-points of which are defined as follows.
1 - Very strong, direct, rich expression of rejection.
2 - strong, llrect expression of rejection*
3 - Direct, elaborated expression of rejection,
4 - Direct, but unelaborated axare^eion of rejection.
5 - Very mild or questionable expression of reaction.
6 * Neither rejection nor nurturance expressed, or the
two are in balance,
7 - Very rsild or questionable expression of nurturance*
8 - Direct, but unelaborated expression of nurturance*
9 m Direct, elaborated expression of nurturance.
10 - strong, direct expression of nurturance,
11 - Very strong, direct, rich expression of nurturance.
Nurturance is defined as: *§& express sympathy in action.
To be kind and considerate for the feelings of others, to
encourage, r>ity and console. !So aid, protect, defend, or
rescue an object***
Rejection is defined est any net, thou#it, or feeling
that indicates a lack of concern for the child* I welfare.
Appeadix !)
Analyses of Variance
Considering order of "reetmt&tion and
Pertinent Tables of Km ores
•1
table
^
5
ctipa Time Analyala with Urier Sonaifl*™*
source of Variane* iii
>
Betideen O-rouof
> \ axu&auB vie group/ 307 #06 1 307*06 1*60
11 « &Z7 #50 r» ("I58 191*80 6*63 ###
itHin Groups
& 723*14 32*<>4 ##«
depicted) 1.242.39 f 621 ,20 27.96
0 (order of presenta-
tion) i-5**£ J 6 #62!
•A A* if lf?ve40 *?» 3&2*©2 16,32 1 1 *
it| 216 •01 9*72
:i 4 <c 0*4-<s 1*05
raw 204 .5 3 8 H .60 1.15
FD 39 •as I 19.59
R'D 44.03
0Z> 118.93 "59.46 2*68
PHD 103*57 4 25.B9 1.16
K>D 114*33 4 S3, 58
HOB ?16.55 4 54.14 ?*44
25.58 8
Heeldual error 9 t 509.17 428 ?2*S?*?
***
.001 level of significance
Table 36
fraction Time for the Fifp-pa
by Orfler Interaction
T.iirl
Mother 6.69 6.55 9.79
Father 7.36 1.55 6.72
12.49 11.33 9.88
nQoolnoos of •?esp9iWii
??ita orlor Consi
- ourc e .> f vr . \rlano e n M MM
B©tv:e©rt Groups
9 (diagnostic group) 52*39 1 52.89 27*40 •**
111.66 1.93 6.89 ***
tfltnxn Srouos
? (figure dopic tod) 4.94 2 2.47 8,82 ***
H (relationship depicted) 5.40 2 2.70 9 #64 ***
0 (order of presentation) 47 *»• •24 #
*a 9.67 4 2.42 8*64 ***
TO 4.57 4 1»14 4,07 **
HO
.74 4 .19
Hi 8
.35 1.25
w \ .58 % .29 1.04
HB
.07 3 .04
OB
.33 .17
PHD •31 4 .20 MM
FO® 13.85 4 3.46 12.36
ROB 2.53 4 .63
•39 8 .11
Rtsidual error 1X3.44 423 •28
**
.01 level of oigaificanoe
***
.001 level of significance
9?
SooiaeBa of Response rfoan-- "-.r t/io
Elfoiro Orier Interaction
First >acon$
Mother 2.54 2.47
Father 2.36 2.42
2.22 2.33 2.12
93
rcith. Order Cansidero 1
>ourc^ of Variance &f
Bo treecm grou-pq
P
S> (diagnostic) group) 3.07 1 3.07 1.19
148.94 58 2.57 1*49
11*51 t 5.76 3.33 #
R (relationship depicted)
330.92It ' 2 665.46 384.66 **«
0 (order of presentation) 5.53 ^>IB 2.79
PR 63.14 4 16.28
PO 3.24 4 .81
BO 9.93 4 2.48 1.43
PRO 13.46 8 X.68
PD 13.27 6.64 3.B4 *
SB 33.14 16.57 9.50 **
OH 4.39 a ?.19
PHD 2.26 4 .56
POB 9.00 4 2.25 1.30
SOD 3.54 4 .89
FHOD 4.65 $ .56
Residual orror 739.45 428 1.73 mm
*
.05 level of significance
**•#
,001 level of significance
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